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Yolo County District Attorney  
 
Possibly the most emotional, hotly contested race on our ballot! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jeff Reisig – He’s the incumbent in office for three terms or twelve years; 
he won against Pat Lenzi eight years ago with what some call a dirty 
campaign; he’s the establishment candidate and the ‘tough on crime’ 
candidate; created a mental health court – this was strongly supported by 
Lois Wolk; he’s strong on victim rights; endorsers say he’s a “tireless 
advocate for victims especially children”; “commit to the children of the 
future”, endorsed by Helen Thompson & Lois Wolk. 
 



People who are Critical of Reisig say:  his reforms are surface level & he 
prosecutes a lot of cases that don’t need to be prosecuted which is not 
good use of taxpayer funds He prosecutes a lot of gang members including 
those who allegedly are just socially hanging out with alleged gang members 
– allegedly, especially in West Sacramento where people were on a gang 
list.  This gang list was overturned but later reinstated and Reisig ramped 
the program back up.  Also, Yolo County has a higher incarceration and 
prosecution rates for people of color compared to other areas in state.  
Some say Reisigs are token programs.  For example 12 persons graduated 
from the Mental Health Court – not a huge number. 
 

 
Dean Johanssen – He’s been a Yolo County Public Defender; He’s 
endorsed by Democratic Party of Yolo; Dean is interested in fewer jury 
trials, less prosecution of non-dangerous crimes, more rehabilitation and 
less incarceration; wants to analyze how the justice system interacts with 
race and class and who we prosecute and why the rates of people of color 
incarcerated are higher in Yolo than the rest of the state. 
 
Dean is endorsed by the local Sierra Club who usually don’t get involved in 
law and order issues – but they have some activists in this chapter and they 
feel he’s going to be tough on prosecuting environmental crimes;  
 
Those Critical of Dean offer than he wouldn’t take an oath or pledge 
allegiance (those defending Dean note he’s a Quaker and part of their belief 
system is not to pledge & oath & stuff); he was investigated for domestic 



violent – for kicking his kid – but he was not prosecuted – “Is it Ok to kick 
teenagers?”  Those critical of Dean also point out in 1997 he terminated 
with cause from Tulare County Court System for allegations of lying & 
falsifying documents, but he was not prosecuted and that was twenty years 
ago. They are critical that he wants to reduce jury trials;  
 
 
Jan Murray Garcia – she wrote a letter critical of Reisig about a friend 
prosecuted for “minor crimes” and Anne Block wrote about immigrant 
mother “abducting” her own baby when their immigration status expired, 
but she was trying to protect child from an abusive father.  Seems many 
examples with felonies eventually turned into a misdemeanor – there seem 
to be many examples of over-changing and pleading down – as a tactic.  A 
local mother has been speaking out against Reisig after her son committed 
suicide recently after he was “over”-charged by Yolo County. 
 
A Pancakes & Politics participant’s friend’s dog works for Reisig.  This is a 
trained service dog that works with young people to comfort them in 
difficult court situations – a program instituted by Reisig. Dogs are fun. 
 
 
Dean is often depicted in black and 
white photo’s and a rimmed hat, 
appearing that he may actually be a 
private detective from the 1940’s. 
 
Our poll is made of straw: 
 
Reisig – 0 
 
Dean – 9 
 
Undecided - none 
 
Note:  If you have are now convinced that Pancakes & Politics people are 
all on the one side that isn’t “your side” – remember, Pancakes & Politics is 
open to all, and if you want your view heard in our Guide or your vote 
reflected in our straw poll – then don’t complain -- come next time!!!!!  
P&P is not a side, but literally WHO SHOWS UP. 
 
 
 







 

City Council  
 
Open Discussion on the Herd of Running Candidates 
 

 
 
 
We don’t have many stinkin’ rules, but one that makes sense is we don’t 
have Council Candidates sit in while we are talking about them, because 
that would be weird.  So Larry Guenther waited outside for awhile.  Then 
we had to think if current Council members could be there in candidate 
discussions – and we said, why not?   Though Brett stayed, he also stayed 
classy and didn’t endorse or undorse anyone. 



 
The discussion below doesn’t pretend to be fair or balanced.  It’s what was 
said at Ballots & Bagels, and that’s all it is.  So, if we left something out that 
you wanted in, it’s your fault – you weren’t there! 
 
============================================ 
 
Gloria Partida – She’s a scientist who works on campus in 
neurobiology, and a co-leader of the Davis Phoenix Coalition that is 
dedicated to preventing hate crimes, especially against the LGBT 
community.  Her son was the victim of a serious beating in Davis that was 
considered such a hate crime.  She’s a volunteer for Team Davis and the 
Human Relations Commission. 
 
She’s caring and thoughtful, and she’s in favor of affordable housing.  She’s a 
leader who brings out the best from those around her.  She is very good at 
leading a group.  Where she doesn’t know about a topic, she’s a good 
listener, and frequently brings outside expert advice into any group she is 
involved with.   
 
She has little background on finances and land use – but will surround 
herself with others who know more than she does (sans ego), and reach 
out.  At the Sierra Club/Valley Vision forum, for example, she considered 
policy concerns raised by the audience when she didn’t know and answer.  
So it’s not a deal breaker if she’s new to a topic. 
 
 
Mary Joe Bryan – The only candidate that has local government 
experience, as Deputy Supervisor to Helen Thompson.  She’s a leader, 
especially in the area of drugs, native housing and senior housing.  She 
supported the Cannery.  She doesn’t have a lot of strength in finance, but 
has reached out to resources in Davis to bring financial strength to the 
table.  She will represent seniors, but won’t leave others behind. 
 
She was not against Sterling and when her first choice solution was taken 
off the table by City Council, she was very clear she would not sue to 
block Sterling.  With respect to Sterling, shewas opposed to tearing down 
the Families First facility where Sterling will be built.  She believed it was a 
fine facility (paid for taxpayers to the tune of $10 million) and wasn’t that 
old, and as such could be used for better community services uses than 
being made into rubble for a housing project.  
 



MJB has a stellar record of public service.  Some concerns:  she sees much 
of her core constituency (seniors) as technologically challenged and/or 
resistant to new technology at times.  In representing those senior 
constituents, she sometimes seems “more backward-looking than forward-
looking” – for example her position regarding paid parking.  Some felt she 
was not concerned enough about “sustainablility”.  But someone counter 
argued that she showed up with Deos in support of Valley Clean Energy. 
 
 
Ezra Beeman . . . He is Davis townie who left the country for a job a 
number of years ago, and eventually moved back from Australia two years 
ago.  He is solid on financials and economic development, and works in the 
renewable energy field.  He has solid roots in Davis.  Both sides of his 
family are Yolo County farmers.   He was praised for having useful skills, 
but criticized by some for not really knowing the current community.  
Some also questioned if he can shoulder a City Councilmember workload 
as a full time business owner/worker in a demanding industry. 
 
He was considered a “No growth” and ‘Nothing should change’ candidate.   
Some considered his policies vague and not in depth, lacking the idea of 
HOW to get his ideas accomplished.  He works on energy projects and is 
bright, knowledgeable and capable.  
 
 
On the City:  he 
emphasizes the need to 
revise the General Plan 
and the Long Range 
Economic Development 
Plan.  It has not gone 
unnoticed that he has not 
been coming to some 
forums and most City 
Council meetings.  Some 
felt he’s quick to make 
snap judgments and 
unfortunately gave some 
incorrect information on 
Valley Clean Energy. 
 



Larry Guenther  -- He gives a “Soft No” on Nishi, believing in 
building on the Nishi property but that we need more density and -- being 
a 100-year project -- we need to take the time to be sure we do it right.   
 
He believes that Nishi 1.0 was a superior project, and the traffic circulation 
plan was better on Nishi 1.0.  He believes in greater density and 
simultaneously balancing that with the character of Davis neighborhoods.  
They are not, he believes, mutually exclusive values as many would have us 
believe. 
 
He puts effort into learning the City issues, and reaches out to talk to 
people.  He is strong on sustainability, and to remember those values at all 
times.  He gets that its complex.  He is strong on finance – he runs a small 
contracting business in town.   
 
Some felt he was not strong on social justice issues.  One person 
questioned his commitment to density, asking how someone in another 
neighborhood could believe his claim to support density in light of his 
opposition to the Trackside project. 
 
 
 
Eric Gutz – He’s the ‘pro-marijuana’ candidate.  His constituency is 
considered to be students and young people his age and younger.   He talks 
a lot about housing insecurity, a topic of concern for students in town.  
He’s the only candidate who is a renter himself. 
 
He’s on the Bicycle and Transportation Commission.  His work there and 
knowledge of transportation, especially non-auto transportation, is 
considered deep and well respected.  He’s a military veteran and is strong 
on community development . . . and propaganda . . ., having worked in 
Military Intelligence while in Afghanistan.  He talks of the “Davis Dream” 
and his slogan is “Everyone Has a Seat.” 
 
One semi-prominent person in town called him the candidate that “talks a 
lot and doesn’t say anything”.  Another person said they thought he wants 
to be a professional politician, and that the City Council is the first step in 
that career plan. 
 
 
	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark West – He is a strong advocate for fiscal issues and was part of 
the “Fiscal Sanity Initiative,” stating outright that “we are spending too 
much money and we can’t continue without significant economic 
development.”  He has long felt Davis policies have gotten in the way of 
economic development.  He is the only candidate that has come out openly 
advocating for an end Measure R.  He is direct and describes what our 
future will be if we stay on the path that we have been on.   
 
One issue that seems a contradiction to his fiscal conservatism is his 
support of a sports complex – a very expensive ‘item’ for a small town with 
a negative cash-flow budget. 
 
Many of the candidates say similar things publicly about the major issues 
and avoid the “how”.  Not Mark West – he tells it like he sees it, even 
when he comes out against “Davis Sacred Cow” issues that many believe 
are political landmines in this town.  He is endorsed by the Davis Chamber 
of Commerce (as was Mary Jo, and Dan Carson – oddly three 
endorsements for two seats). 
 
Dan Carson – He’s clearly the ‘establishment candidate’.  He’s gotten 
way more financial contributions than any other candidate.  He has worked 
for the California Legislative Analysts’ Office (LAO), and is Chair of the 



Finance and Budget Commission.  He, along with Ezra Beeman,  has the 
‘hightest cred’ on financial  matters.  He has time to be on the Council and 
study the issues in detail, as he is retired.  He lives financial stuff – that’s his 
strength.   
 
His weaknesses:  he is very good at analysis and detail – but not so good at 
translating his analysis into simple motions and/or policy.  He has problems 
working as a leader or as part of a team to move consensus forward. To 
Dan, everything is a financial decision.  He’s good at the ‘four-page single-
spaced memo’ kind of analysis, but not at communicating that analysis 
simply to ordinary citizens .   
 
He’s was criticized as being part of the ‘Wolk Machine’.  One attendee 
asked/stated, “Do we need another part of that machine on the council?”  
He also hasn’t had much to say on sustainability. 
 
Luis Rios – We don’t understand why he’s running.  He often falls 
back on nostalgic stories.  Those who know him says he’s a nice guy.  We 
don’t understand why he’s running. 
 
Linda Deos – She’s a consumer protection attorney.  She’s been 
living in Davis for 10 years.  She’s on the Yolo County Health Council and 
the Personnel Board, which meets whenever there is a dispute, not with 
regular meetings.  She’s strong on negotiation, mediation and budgets – and 
says we need to concentrate on infrastructure, and that it’s important to 
build affordable housing. 
 
She seems intelligent and thoughtful and would be strong once she’s made 
a decision.  Though at one point she seemed to be both for and against 
Measure R; she has since come out and says she does support R – though 
with the caveat that it should be revisited/revised if the next few Measure R 
votes (Nishi and West Davis Active Adult Community) don’t pass.   
 
One person stated we need someone like her, as she can stand on 
principle, and “withstand the pressure / hold her own” when 30 people 
come to a council meeting to speak about the ‘spotted owl’ (for example).  
Seemingly counter to that notion, another person said when she speaks on 
issues during public comment she sometimes doesn’t seem to be clear if 
she’s speaking for or against an issue, like she didn’t want to take a stand. 
 
She’s endorsed by the Yolo County Dems.   



  

 
 
And now before we vote, a lesson in Civics:   
 
The General Plan is important but not binding on council actions – should 
be document that guides you.  Some act as if it’s stone tablet – but it’s not 
– it’s more like a soapstone tablet.   As for the Downtown Plan, it won’t be 
ready for awhile – so we still need to push to get stuff done or nothing gets 
done!  
 
One person who didn’t come sent an email and states that she wants at 
least one woman to win so we don’t end up with a City Council “Manel” -- 
No Manels! 
 
At this point, somebuddy said we should talk about our criteria for 
choosing city council members amongst so many choices.  And this is what 
we came up with.  Not written in stone, you’ll note, but more like… 
parchment paper. 
 
 
 





Enough ramblings!  Back to the City Council election: 
 
Straw Poll w/ Nine Straws 
 
Gloria – 8 
Mary Jo – 1 
Ezra – 1 
Larry – 7.5 
Eric – 0.5 
Mark West – 0 
Dan Carson – 0 
Luis Rios – 0 
Linda Deos – 7.5 
 
Don’t like the results?  Blame yourself!  You didn’t come! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Power to the Bell!  
 
                                    Somebody stop us! 
 
 
History in Brief: Pancakers do this, well, not every election, but when 
we have time.  Or think we do. The first time was around 2006. Electeds 
and those that wish to be  elected may be quoted. 
 
The more we get the more we print. 
 
The resident P & P child is jumping outside – playing “popcorn” – one 
person jumps and the other person jumps twice as high. This is like a 
metaphor for the election. 
 
If you are still trying to figure out how you can stop trying now . . . . . it’s 
not actually a metaphor for the Election. 






